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There is a new star critter in Florida …Fried Chicken. But not just deep
fried chicken…it’s Broaster pressured fried chicken.
Some of the state’s innovative restaurateurs and imaginative chefs have
added Broaster pressure fried chicken to their menu.

As the owner of Paradise Pizza (Cape Coral) my
family and I have been looking to expand our
menu and was introduced to Broaster chicken
by an existing operator (Ninos Italian Bakery Punta Gorda). After researching Broaster
company manufactured pressure fryers and
proprietary marinades & coatings I decided to
do a taste test at another well established &
popular local Broaster location (The Oasis
Restaurant - Ft. Myers) and was impressed with
the juicy flavor "right down to the bone" ......it
was not greasy and the outside was a nice
golden nutty, crunchy brown without the
"doughy" texture. After my family and I
Pizza and Fried Chicken,
finished we agreed Broaster chicken was the
comfort foods at their very
best tasting chicken we have ever had and
decided to incorporate into our family pizza
business. It has been extremely popular with
Submitted by:
our customers and we feel like "we hit a home
Alan Fensterbusch
run" with the Broaster chicken program.

No hood…No problem. Try our Vent-less fryer.
With its lip-smacking variety of restaurant-quality choices, our
branded turnkey program makes you instantly competitive
with QSRs .

best.

Schedule your demonstration today!
Absolute Creative Freedom Trittico® Executive is the
first and only complete laboratory enclosed in just one
machine: more than 40 years of innovation in less than 10
square feet. Trittico® Executive harbors the unique synergy
of ancient experience, craftsmanship, and avant-garde
TRITTICO
technology in its very heart. For the art of pastry making,
EXECUTIVE
chocolate, top quality gelato, and for the highest levels of
Multifunctional machine for
international cuisine.
pastry, chocolate and top
quality gelato. It heats,
freezes and whisks all in one
and eliminates any wait time
in between recipes, due to its
internal dual chambers.

Watch video here

http://www.bravonorthamerica.com/pastry

The Return of the Ice Cream Sandwich
The old classics are back with a new twist but same formula for success. A mixture of crunchy
texture with a creamy frozen dessert, or a mix of a warm baked cookie with the cold cream
dessert makes everyone want to cheat on their diet😊 This is a trend that can assist in increasing
your sales in your existing ice cream store, or creative way to add a new frozen dessert in your
bakery. As always creativity is what makes these desserts popular. Review some of the desserts
below. Suggestion in how to best prepare these desserts contact our office for a free demo.

